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Abstract. We study a sprn glass hypercub:c cell in D dimensions (re. hyperwbic lattice 
with L =  2 where L LS the lattice m e )  for  ditfirent valuer of 5 by means of Monte Carlo 
simulahon inthelimrtD-mthismodei~~nver~~stothrswmodel aswellasforhypercubic 
!a t t ics  We can?" the U L ~  interpretation of the spin g!as phase Smee our modei LS 
more similar to hypercubic lattices than to the mfimte-range model these results suggest 
that broken rephea symmetq  is useful to smdy finite-dimensional hypercubic latuces above 
e certain cntical &memion. 

1. Entrodnet6orn 

Since the SB mode! was Erst solved in 1375 [I] and the instabifity found aZerv~ards 
121 :here have been several attempts to find the correct solut~on. Among then there 
has been one propos~al [3] which nowadays seems to be correct and has been one of 
the main sources of new results in spin giass~s and optimization problems. 

Up to now the problem of testing &e correctness of this solution has not been 
theoretically and numericzily feasible. In the first case, the crucial assumption of 
ultrametricity has nor been fuliy tested. Although :he soluiion is locally stable [4], this 
does not nec~ssariifg imply that this sohalion IS the correci one, because there is no 
available classification of all possible solutions of the saddlepoint eqEations in replica 
space, so there is CO proof th2t there are other sdutions to the replica equations which 
herer describe F!Ie system. Numerical tests supporting the correcciess of this solution 
are very important; unfortunately, the enormous amount of time needed to make Monte 
Car!O sinulatio~s for systems with a number of spins greater than 530 makes them 
unfeassitie [5] .  

It would be of great interest to look for finite-range imodsls which converge to the 
mean-field solution and entaii less amount of computation time than the SK model. 

Hypesnrbic lattices in finire dirriensions are good cmdidates to this end. Conc,,eiely, 
an lsing mode! ia a hwercubic ianice converges to mean field when the dimension 
goes to in8nit.r E61. The same happelrs in spin glasses Wo:kkg with a hypercubic 
lattice QLf the inconvenience that the iattice size I and the dimensionaliiy D are two 
paeameters to control in the numerica! simuta?ion. 

I1 On leave at Diy3lifx"o i?i hsies, univeisztj. oi ~ o m a  EI  or ~ergaia'. vra E cameva~r, 1.~0173 xOoiiis, 
it2!Y 
g Bitnet D3FFFRF2B PB13uE011. 
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We propose a new model which we think behaves similarly to the SK model and 
does not have the inconvenience of the usual lattice. It is a hypercubic cell (i.e. a 
hypercubic lattice with lattice size L= 2) of dimension D with connectivity to its D 
nearest neighbours and free boundaries. 

For ordered systems it can he proven that the Ising modeI in a hypercubic cell 
topology also goes to mean-field theory when the dimension goes to infinity. We feel 
that :he same will happen in the spin glass case. 

On the other hand, expansions~in inverse powers of dimensionality for the free 
energy in crdered systems show that the hypercubic cel! (in dimension 2E) and lattice 
(in dimension D )  resemble each oth,:r closely at finite dimensions. For this reason, 
the msillts ir. the hypercubic cell in finite dimensigns will show us if the SK model is 
really pathological [7] or, m the other band, if the same features appear in finite- 
dimensional lattices [X, 191. 

From the theoretical point of view me expect the thermodynamics of this model 
to coincide with that of the usual SK model, and lo differ only by terms which disappear 
when N-m. in this ~espect this model difxers by thece terms defined on a randem 
graph of fixed connectivity 2 [20], where tbe thermodynamics in the N-tm limit is a 
Function of z, which can Sa controlled thaoreticaliy only for asymptotically large z 
using an expansion in 112. 

If we wmt to compare our system with the Bethe lattice we have to take account 
ofthe fact that its behaviour is strongly dependent on rhe specific boundary conditions 
1251. Concretely, the Bethe lattice with correlated bonndary conditions show8 the same 
behaviour as the random lattice 1261, where there is replica symnietry breaking and a 
lot ofthermodynamic stares. For nncorrdated boundary conditions (for example, !%in& 
randomly the spins in the tips of the tree) the behaviour of :he Bethe lattice changes 
completely and the replica-symmetric solution becomes stable 1271. Since in both cases 
small loops are rare (in the first csse they occur with probability O ( l / N )  and in the 
second case there are no !oops), we think that the first specific boundary conditions 
will better reproduce the properties of the hypercubic cell (where there are small loops). 
Since in this case the Bethe lattice behaves as the random p p h ,  we think it suffices 
to compare our results witbtbis last mode1 and, concretely, the case of fixed connectivity 
rather than that of average connectivity since it reproducss our specific topology with 
more fidelity. 

The system has 2D spins (each with E neares: neighbours) and i s  described by an 
Ising Hamiltonian of the usual type, 

and probability of couplings, 

?(Iq) =i8(J,-J)+fS(JqfJ) - 
where we have taken I= I/v'i?with&=O, J :  = 3 1 0  io normalize extensive magnitildes ;= denote zvy~~ragc over samples) 

For this system we have taken as the order parameter the overlap probability 
distribution P ( q )  defined in the SIC model by 

where q ( x )  is the order parameter function. To find P(q) nuinericaily in the SK mode8 
it is useful ES consider certain properties of correlation functions at zero external field. 
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with 

p,(q)=(,wJ-q,,)):  

where (. . .); denotes the thermal average over two systems I and 2 with identical 
conp!iags J L ~  711e superscript .I recalls the fact that this average is strongly dependent 
on coupling real i t ion.  

The parameter q,2 is calculated in the SK mode! in two different ways: 
(i) In the firs case, the fact that (u,v2.. . uk)'= q"(x) dx allovrs us to write 

(ii) In the second case, from Callen's identity, 

one obtains 

with 

- .  inis w o k  can be spiii into two main pans. (1) equiiibraiion o i  the hypercube 
system and (ii) sindy of eqmhbrium properties in differect dimensions. 

In the equilibration v e  have started with e-ipression (2) for B ( q ) .  In thz study of 
equilibriiln properlies we have used expression (3). In eny case, we have discovered 
that ( 2 )  and (3) yield the same resiilts. 

The use of expression (3) lo study eqni!ibrii>m properties has the advantage of 
avoiding discretization for q,2 which appears in ( 2 )  when the size of the system is 
small (less than approximately 1OGO spins). In ths way, a continuous and soft P(q)  
without irregularities czn be obtained. 

2. ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~  

T?..- ^,lrn -̂ it ;-,...&*-* ..-..t.,,."'." :., >:"--A--"> " .._:*I. ..*-..-" -..*-".-L:,:... 
,U- l Y " I i  . Y L y " . L ~ L L '  yLc-u,"u" 11, YK,UIYTLSU >yair,,>*> W l l l l  5L'V"& ,,lrr.s.sr~V,nry 

is $he great amount of numerical time needed IO reach equilibrium at a certain 
temperature starting from random configurations. To discover the minimal number so 
of Monte Carlo steps needed to equdibrats samples we have calculated P ( q )  from 
expression (2) following a useful procedure proposed in earlier wcriis 191 

We make e system evoIve during a number to of Monte Carlo steps from an arbitrary 
ini?ia! confignration. p e n  WL memorize the cenfigumiion of the spin {mt(ro)) .  Mter 
ih2G we iet the sye:em evolve during a number, for instance to, of  MORE^ Carlo steps 
to lose memory of the earlier configurhtion. 

V".. v1 
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Next, during a period of time, which for the sake of co:, t + w e  we have again 
chosen to be to, we evaluate the auto-overlap from expression (2), 

to< t s 2 r 0  
I N  

9 x 4  t o ' = ~ , g 1  , 7 , ( ~ 0 M t O + ~ )  

- 
from which we obtain Pn(q) = P;(q). Altogether, for each 1, we have considered, each 
evolution has taken a number of Monte Carlo steps approximately equal to 3 f 0 .  

; I I ! i i I i l  
10 1000 io00  10000 20000 

MONTE C a L O  STEPS 

Figure 1. Equilibration time of the second momem from (6) agzinst Monte Carlo lime Io 
f0rU=S 

Fiww 2. Equiiibratioit time of the f a u h  moment from (61 against Movie Cad0 time to 
for n=e. 
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In the same orocess OF equilibration we 6nd ihe overlap probability distribtiion 
during the last to Monte Cario steps between two replicas wholly independent but 
identical in the coupling realization (identical samples): 

with 

When the two probability distributions coincide, we have ieached the equiiibriiim. In 
consequence, their moments coincide: 

I&\ \Y ,a- - I-' 3 "k?V"> L I I Y 1  A n  (6 )  
.Io 

(7) 

We have studied the equilibration a: T = 0.5 for dimenskns d, 8 and 10, corresponding 
to 64, 256 and 1024 spins. For D = G we have stiadied 100 samples, 80 for D = 8 and 
40 for 0 = 10. The number oCsampZes being small, it was useful to estimate the minimal 
equilibration time. 

In figures 1 and 2 we show the equiitbrstion of moments q2 and q4 as Functions 
of the number f, of Monte Cario steps for the case D = 8. 

In figure 3 we show how P(q)  calculat-d from ( 5 )  evoivcs towards aqdibrium fa 
the case D = 10. The tendency is very similar (as wc have seen in N = 256 or D = 8) 
to results obtained in the SIC mode! shown by Bhatt and Yocag [IO]. 

For the case D = I2 the strong metastability mzkes the Former method unfeasible. 
Therefore, we have used a simuiated annealing pF6cedu:e [I 11 to reach the equilibrium. 
In this way we have rednced the computation time by a. factor of greater than 10. 
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3. Equllibsisam prQpeiBies 

Once we have reached equilibrium we calculate P(q) originating from expression (3). 
To obtain good statistics we eTroived eight identical replicas in parallel and in each 
Mante Carlo step we calculated the 28 possible overlaps. 

3.1. On the lransiiian temperature 

We expect that the hypercube cell (in the rheimodynamic limit) has the transition at 
T =  1 (as in the SK model). In figure 4 we plot P(q) for D = 6 ,  8, 10 and 12, and in 
the inset we show the scaling of the standard deviation with which goes to zero 
as N-a?. These results show clearly that q = O  at T =  1. The value of the internal 
energy is compatible with rhe theoretical prediction U = -0.5. This proves that the 
transition temperature 1s not greater thm 1. 

q 

Figure 4. P ( q )  obtaned using expression (3) far D=S,  8, 10 and 12 at T = l .  The i n ~ e i  
shows tho standard deviation of P(q) plaited againsf N-”’ It goes to zero as N?.m 

3.2. Ord? parameter function 

We have studied the hypercube at T=0.5 for the cases 0 = 5 ,  6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 
corresponding to 32,64,128,256, 1024 2nd 4096 spins with 200,200, 160,160,60 and 
20 samples, respectively. For large sizes we consldered a small number of samples, 
since for each such case tho computational eiERrt is considerable. For large sizes and 
few samples non-sdf-averaging quantities experience sample-to-sample fluctuations 
which give large error bars, but €or self-averaging ones these are considerably reduced 
(even if statistical errors exmt for each sample, the main source of errors always comes 
from averaging over the samples). In figure 5 we show P(q) for five diiteerent cases 
together with the usual theoretical result for the sIc mode! solving the replica equations 
at infinite order of replica symmetry breaking [12]. The most remarkable fact seen in 
figure 5 is that. for D 10, qmay (defined as the position of q where P ( q )  is 2 maximum) 
seems to fall below the theoretical result for the SK model. 

As we will explaxn later we artribute this fact to &niie-dimensionality effects. For 
the case D = 12 :arge enor bars die attributed to the small ~ .~ inber  of samples. We 
have had to compromise in CPU time between 2 goad sampling 2nd a good equilibration. 
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9 

FipureS. P f q )  obtainedus!nge\prezrian (3) forthecarer D = 6 , 7 ,  L.  10&:d 12 at T=05 
We %!so show the theoretical prediction in the SK madel with q,vls = 0 637 5 extrdcred from 
1121). Exor ban are shown for D =  12 and for !UWCI dirnenricns the t)pccal s m  for them 
1% also plotted. 

For lower dimensions, the error bars are smai::r (especially for 0=6-8) and typical 
ones for each dimension are shown in figure 5. As can be seen; the point 9 = 0 is not 
independent of the size of the sample. It seems that P ( q )  has at q = 0.29 a point which 
is independent of the sLze of the sample, at least for D s 10. For D = 12 Lhis fact cannot 
be confirmed due io large error bars. We do riot know any reason for this fact bur we 
think that this efiect will disappear as we go to higher dimeosios. 

We have to note that in our modei we have an interplay between finite-size and 
finite-connectivity effects. Our interpretation of the results is based mainly on the 
assumption that the behaviour of the system can be s?!it into two regimes, between 
which there 1s a crossover We have not arrived at the size for which tbis crossover is 
seen but we can predict it EO occur over several thousands of spins. In the first regime 
finite-size effects compietely mask finite-dimensionality ones. Incon:rast, in the second 
regime, finite-dmens!ana!ity efiects mairJy determine the evofution of the system 
towards the thermodynamic hmit. En other words, the system begins to be more sensitive 
to dimensionality effects than to finite-size ones. 

In order eo stud>, this assumption, lee us &;in our analysis, checkng ifthe fullawing 
relations, satisfied in the SIC model [P3], are satisfied by our numerical results. 

In table 1 we show the resu!ts of dieerent dimensions studied In order to test (8). We 
d o  not see a convergence towards the expected result. To the contrary, an increasing 
discrepancy appears. Since relation (9) does not suffer from finite-size effects at infinite 
dimensions (when we recover the sic modei [23]) we can consider deviations from this 
formula to be attributed more to finite-dimensionality eEeects than Lo finite-size ones. 
IF. &pre 6 we show the numericai values of the energy for the hypercube plotfed 
against K'". By doing B !east squares linear fit to the data (the straight line in rhz 
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Tabk I. Pesults of dl9erent d!mensonr studled In order to test ( 8 )  

Dimension Susceptibility 

5 0881310.02 
6 10026=0018 
7 1037*0.02 
8 10551002 
!O :.n::rn n3 
12 116310026 

-0 -Q600 625 1 - 7  
"HYPERCUBE 

- - RANDOM GRAPH 

-0650 

> ii - 0 B W  )/ 
SK 

-0725 f 

\ 

0 0 0 5  ( i t  0 1 5  02 015 03 
-0750 ' ' ' 

N"'(-lQ) 

Eiguie 6. Energy U=-ZI,,,, lz,ezn, for diffesrent sizes For ali cases the error bars a:e 
smaller than the size of tile square symbols We can extrapclate U=-0705*0005 m 
appronmate ageemen1 with the value for the SX model U=-O.T10 The broken line IS 
the theoretical prediction for the random graph with fixed connectivity z pdtmg i = D. 

figure), we can extrapolate U- -0.705 *0.005, in approximate agreement with the 
theoreticai prediction for the SK model at &-st order of  replica symmetry breaking 
U = -0.710 I241 (for T=0.5,  which is a temperature uot too low, the results obtained 
for self-averaging quantities at f i s t  order of replica symmetry breaking and infinite 
order are nearly the same; for the energy we expect a difference less than IO-'. which 
is dearly indisringuirhable in our numerical simulations). The d3te for the numerical 
energy show a linear behaviour when plotted against Ai-''', but it is not clear if the 
convergence is good. It is probable that in the regime of sizes we have studied, and 
particufariy for the energy, finite-size effects are completely dominating the conver- 
gence. 

As we have said in the introduction we hope that the thermodynamics of our system 
wi:! finally recove? that of the random graph (first introduced by Viana and Bray [223 
for the case of average connectivity). Also in figure 6 we show the theoretica! prediction 
obtained from recent resilts in ths randomgraph [20] with fixed connectivity z, analysed 
by means of the l /z  expansion. using z = D. In this paper it is verified that m the limit 
z-sw the random graph coincrdes with the SK model and the l / z  corrections at finite 
rcnpersture Gas be computed (the discrepancy between the resuir for qr at T = 0  in 
the limi; z+oo bemeen 1201 and &e result in E241 are due to an extrapolation error 
in [243). As we can see, when the size and dimension of the system increase, the energy 
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decreases. We expscted that the numerical data for the energy would prcgressively 
reach the theoretical prediction shown in figure 4 by the broken line. Ihis is not the 
case and it could be that the effective convergence radius for the expansion is rather 
small or the N-"' corrections are so strong as to mask the effect. 

In figure 7 we plot the order parametei(q2) against W-"' together with the predicted 
result in the SK model (q2)=0.2595. The main comment to be made now is that we 
see a good linear behaviour in this plot, newly characteristic of finite-sizs effects, but 
the results do not show any tendency to converge to the correct one. A crossover 
behaviour is expected to correci &s bad convergence when ihe inierpky beiween 
finite-size and finite-dimenrionalityy effects begin to be dominated by the latter. 

a35 , , , . , , , , , , , , , , I I I 

Figure 7. Order parameter (a') +pins$ N-'/' F:om the correct erergy U =  - 5.710 and 
re!ai!aB (9) we V!O%!d expec: i! sho$!d cn!&.<.,c.gc t.wz..i. -0 2RiL. 

No#, we ietum to the question of how $0 separate finite-dimensionality effeds 
from finite-size ones. As we do not have 21 cur disposal a complete theory generally 
qreed OR spin glasses, we have to proceed on the basis of suppositions and heilrirtic 
arguments. Since relation (9) is indcpendezt of the size of the system at izfinite 
dimensions, one can regard deviations from this formula to be attlibuted more to 
~ n i t e - ~ ~ ~ ~ $ n s i o n ~ i t y  eiiects than to finite-size ones. Introducing finite-dimnsionalityty 
corrections to this oxpress;on one csn write (for T = 0.5) 

In figure 8 we plot OUT numerical results FOT scverai dimensions of the sqstyem. W e  30 
notsee anytendency of our ies~~t§toconveiSet~~yards~er~s~~taaiinfinit&dimensional- 
ity (the point at the oi.:gin of the axes). %is mean5 that the expansion (10: has a 
contribarion from high-order terms. bdzg indicative of somethifig stated before, i.e. 
the eaeciive radius o€ convergence For expmsicm in p m e x  of ?/Q at least for this 
node1 of spin glass, could be very smali. 

Considering the behaviour of the mew, s~scepribility 2nd (&, together with the 
evolutiol of P(q). 26 we increase rhe size of the system, onr !nrzrpwt+n of the 
' lUlYlllrul L C I U L L D  G I  CAS L V I I V W J .  it 1> pLwa"&v trim IIypkicUUIS iifLLii;tS ax iinl'e r;*;ecr,stom 
over a critical one wilt share some of the nove! featsres of the infinite-rang model. 
.,?,-a*:"m,--" .,,, ":"..-s-,t I I : ^ _ _ _ I I I I _ . L ^ * L  .......-.. L:.f.-:..~..c-2..> ~~. 
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rimire S. Bray and Moore’s relatmo (IO) satisfied exactly for the 5% model (the point at 
the ongm of the ares) it suggeestr that high-order finite-dimensionality correchons to the 
formula could be very important for ihe hypercubic cell. 

It seems as if the interplay betvieen finite-size and hite-dimensionality effects can be 
separated in two regimes between which there is a crossover regime. 

In the first regime when the size ofthe system grows, hnite-size effects are dominant. 
The energy 2nd (q’) show a behaviour cha:acteris:ic of finite-size eiIects, i.e. they 
decrease as N-”’. The be5aviour ofthe P( g) function is very interesting in this regime. 
When the size of the system increases, the value of qmui decreases, as seen in the SK 
model. Comparing our remit, for example P ( q )  at dimension D = 8, with those shown 
in the lattice at 0 = 4  /19] (to have the same conneeiivity as the cell) we discover a 
surprising aimiianty. We also find coincidence with results shown for the SIC model 
[lo] but to a lesser degree. It looks as if finite-size effects are very strong in this range, 
leaving aside secondary questions regarding the topology of the lattice. Numerical 
results would b:. very welcome For the behaviour ofthe magnitudes shown in this work 
for the case ofthe random graph alre+ mentioned wirb the same connectivity as the 
hypercubic cell to test to what extent titis affirmation is true. 

The second reaime where finite-dinransionslity effects become important appears 
mhan JI’ reaches several thousands of spins. It can he predicted clearly by looking at 
the P f q )  function at the pwcise momen? at which the position of qmm. falls below the 
posiiion calmlared for the SK model. This causes a decrease in all integrals ofthe type 
i: q“(x )  dx, explaining why the susceptibility and {q‘) seem to converge too Far from 
tho correct result. l%e form of the P ( q )  is now no longer similar to that of the SK 
model blir the simiiarity to that ofthe hypercubic lattice Iwiih balf dimension remains. 
The crossovcr will appear when, at a certain size, the first appearance of the tendency 
for q- to decreaFe when the size increases is inverted and qm,,, begins to increase 
with the dimensionality of the cell. This means that the maximum overlap qmar for 
hypercubic lattices at finite dimensions is always smaller than the corresponding value 
for the SK model and converges to it as the dimension of the lattice increases. This 
expected czossover can surely only be prsdicted but not seen in the simulations because 
we nied to go to higher dimensions. In fact. zn inc:esse in the dimension of the system 
ofoiie uk,t doubles the size ofthe system and tke amount ofcomputational time grows 
enomwdy. %is crossover is piedicXable too (but less clearly due to numerical errors) 
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from the behaviour of the energy, susceptibility 2nd (4‘). As the linear plots of N-‘’2 
against, for example, the energy and (4’) do not converge to the conece result when 
N + m, there will be a moment at which the tendency has to vary substantialiy to 
finally recover the results expected for infinite dimension. 

These numerical results seem to us very difficult to explain in terms only of finite-size 
effects. Since the main featuws of our results so far explained have not been found in 
the SK model, we think that finite-dimensionality ef€ects and the close connection of 
our system with hypercubic lattices are truly important for their explanation. 

15 

IO 

- g 

0 0 ,  U 03 a4 a9 

dq=r;(mid)q(min) 

Figure 9. Uliramet&ty test in the hyperabic cell We plat the probability dmnbutlon of 
the dieereme between the taa ~mailest overlaps when the maximum hes between 0.4 and 
0 5  
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It could be that there is an intricate interplay between finite connectivity and 
finite-size effects, which is outside ihe scope of our discussion. Anyway, the interpreta- 
tion given above seems to us to be the simplest we can give. Let us remember that not 
only do we lack a theory generally agreed on finite-dimensional spin glasses but in 
the ‘simplest’ case, i.e. the SK model, a complate understanding of finite-size effects is 
still lacking. 

Finally, a simple remark regarding the similarity between our system and hypercubio 
lattices would be in order. One could think on the possibility of a difference between 
the two systems as we consider the cell for odd dimensions because in this case the 
spins are less likely io flip freely than in the lattice. This fact is not important since 
we are working at T=0.5 and it is a higb enough temperature for this e@ect to be 
smeared by thermal fluctuations. Ai low temperatures (let us say less than -0.1) we 
should see large oscillations in the energy plotted agzinst N-’’2 as we pass from an 
odd value of dimensionality to an even value (as is seen in the SK model with binary 
couplings at low temperatures when N changes from even to odd values and exact 
statistical mechanics ~ Q I  small samples is investigated 1211). 

If this inieipmtetion of the results is correct and broken replica symmetry is a 
useful concept for hypercubic lattices ai finite dimensions, the phase space organization 
of pure states should not show any mossover as is the case for P t q ) .  In fact, this is 
what we expect if the replica symmeIry-breaking scheme did not depend on the 
dimensionality of the lanice and this is what seems to be &e case. 

3.3. UtFQm@tnSi?y 

We have investigated ultrameuicity in the hypercube of sizes D = 6, 8, 10 and 12 for 
20 samples in each case. The results are shown in figures 9 and 10. Like former studies 
[¶SI, we confim the physical descnption of the spin glass phase with broken replica 
symmeiiy in this case. 

In figure 9 for each tried of the eight systems we evaluated the difference between 
the minimum and the middle overlap when :he maximum lies between 0.4 and 0.5. 
Our resuits show strong evidence of ultrametriczty. 

In figure 10 we pioc the probability distribution ofthe value Aq = 2&,,, - qmm - &,,a 
when the maximum overlap lies between 0.4 and 0.5. Also, we show the theoretical 
prediction Cl61 for the SK model (a delta funeton at Aq = 0 plus a continuous tew). 
Our results are in good agreement with the theoretical peediction. 

4. 6h3Eb5adCB 

We have sradied a hypercube se!! at T = 0.5 in the low-temperature phase €or diffiensions 
B = 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12. The motivation has been two-fold: 

(i) Since mean field is found when  the dienaonality of the hypercubic lattice 
goes to infiniiy, we expect that the same will happen for the hypercubic cell. A simulation 
of this model will dlow us to test the main [eatures of the spin glass phase in the SK 

model. 
(ii) Following the iinown fact that in ordered systems the hypercubic cell (in (WO 

dimensions) is more similar to the hyppercubic laStice (in dimension D )  than to the 
infiniic-range model, vie wan& to explore if the novel features found in tho SK model 
are also shared by hypercubic lattices over a certain criticai dimension [U].  
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As always happens in frustrated systems, strong metastability has made equilibration 
painful (especially in the case D =  12). 

In our system there is an interplay between dimensionality and finite-size effects. 
Even if we do not have a clear way to separate both effects, we have found that the 
simplest interpretation of the results allows us lo differentiate two regimes where a 
different behaviour is expected. 

The first regime is dominated by finite-size effects The P ( q )  shows the typical 
behaviour of the hierarchical solution in the SK model. The thermodynamical quantities 
adso show a linear behaviour when plotted against N-”* as in the SK mGdel. 

The second regime, predicted fromthe fact that all the magnitudes converge towards 
incorrect results, should appear when the size exceeds several thousands of spins (we 
cannot predict exactly when it can be seen). In this regime the system would be more 
sensitive to finite-dimensionality effects than to finite-size ones. 

Results in figure S cast doubt on the ntitity of 1 1 0  expansions in this model of 
spin glass. Comparing our results with those obtained in the random graph model with 
k e d  connectivity z using an expansion ir. l / z  we do not find any egreement because 
of p(W1/ ’ )  effects or possibly large l/D’ corrections. 

By sh:;ying the organization of pure states in phase space we have found ulrra- 
metricity and we have given suppori to the usual physical interpretation of broken 
replicasymmetry [lS].Thrhisis averyimpo~an~resulibecausetheultramelricitystructure 
is the key assumption in the theory of spin glasses. 

All these results lead us to con6rm that the usual physical interpretation of the SK 
modei is correct, and to the suspicion that the novel features of the spin glass phase 
for the SK model could also be a reality for hypercubic lattices at finite dimensions 
over a critical vatue. 

We hope that our numerical results will serve as a guide for future theories in rhis 
very controversial subject. 
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